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Airline sees 4X Increase
in conversion rate Using
Personalized Video

International airline successfully transforms the 
pre-flight process to a unique and engaging Experience

The Story
Creating a positive and engaging experience is essential for 
brands who wish to keep customers happy and increase 
brand loyalty. One of the world’s leading low-cost airlines 
decided to create such an experience using a personalized 
video.

The video included an exclusive message for each passenger 
with relevant flight information and various options to 
enhance the flying experience before arriving at the airport. 
The results of the video were remarkable with more than 
90% of the passengers printing their boarding passes in advance, and an additional 10% 
purchasing seat upgrades and in-flight products.

By launching a personalized video campaign the airline strengthened its relationship with 
existing customers, as well as, increased revenue.

82% of the airline
passengers printed 
boarding Passes at 
home, 4x the
industry average

• 75% of travelers Use a ticket counter or kiosk before security
• 16-18% of passengers use mobile boarding
• 20% of Travelers print a boarding pass from home

The airline saw an opportunity to save time using Personalized Video, reducing 
operational costs, and improving customer satisfaction and retention.

*Statistics courtesy of SITA Survey
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The Personalized Solution
A personalized video is an e�ective way to bring the airport into the customer's home, literally, 
o�ering a pre-flight experience before traveling. The video o�ered an interactive approach with 
meaningful content for simplifying the traveling experience.

To see the video click here or the thumbnail below.

Following the video, customers were presented with multiple call-to-action buttons inviting 
them to leverage services such as printing a boarding pass, or paying for other relevant 
expenses including extra baggage, animal travel, and on-board items.

Each passenger received:
• an email and personalized video With their name
• Flight details (date, time, destination)
• Traveling Instructions (necessary documents and  baggage allowances)
• A sample menu of in-flight food

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jLjbAxdhSE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jLjbAxdhSE
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The skies are the limit when using Personalized Videos by Idomoo. When making the video
about the customer, in any industry, revenue increases, customers are satisfied, and the
brand gains momentum. In the case of this airline, conversion was very high and retention
increased with an overall better flying experience for all customers.

CTA Produced 10% Upsell

Conclusion

Print out your 
Boarding Pass

Add Carry-on Additional 
Baggage
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20%
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Traveling with 

Pets
Other Topics

Of all viewers, 10% purchased extra baggage, tickets for traveling pets, and other items.

90% of viewers printed their boarding pass at home
30%  of viewers watched their video twice or more
92% of customers clicked on a call-to-action button
83% video completion rate

The Results

Industry 
Avg

https://twitter.com/idomoo
https://www.facebook.com/IdomooPVaaS
https://www.linkedin.com/company/idomoo

